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Nieuw!!

CX serie

CXA60 Integrated Amplifier € 799
The most fun you can have with 60 watts. An amplifier is the heart of any hi-fi system 

and ours - What Hi-Fi?’s ‘Best Stereo Amplifier’ two years running – is hugely 

entertaining. With those 60 watts of power comes 4 analogue, 3 digital and optional 

Bluetooth inputs so your connectivity is sorted too.

OUR MOST ENERGETIC SOUND YET 

Designing the CXA60 was a challenge that was accepted with open arms by our 

engineers. We wanted an amp that sounded more musical and energetic than anything 

we’ve made before. They beavered away for months and after some particularly late nights they 

eventually nailed it. To achieve this they used some unique engineering techniques, 

some very premium components, and some great ears for detail.

 

POWER OUTPUT 60W RMS into 8 Ohms, 90W RMS into 4 Ohms

DAC Wolfson WM8740

FREQUENCY RESPONSE <5Hz– 60kHz +/-1dB

ANALOGUE AUDIO INPUTS 4 x RCA, 1 x 3.5mm MP3 input (front panel) 

DIGITAL AUDIO INPUTS 1 x S/PDIF coaxial, 2 x TOSLINK optical, 

Bluetooth via BT100 (not supplied)

COMPATIBILITY TOSLINK optical, S/PDIF coaxial, 

BT100 Bluetooth receiver

OUTPUTS Speakers A+B, 3.5mm Headphone, Preamp Output, 

Subwoofer Output

MAX POWER CONSUMPTION 600W

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION <0.5W

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 115 x 430 x 341mm

WEIGHT 8.3kg

 

CXA80 Integrated Amplifier € 1099
POWER OUTPUT 80W RMS into 8 Ohms, 120W RMS into 4 Ohms

DAC Wolfson WM8740

FREQUENCY RESPONSE <5Hz– 60kHz +/-1dB

ANALOGUE AUDIO INPUTS 1x balanced XLR, 4 x RCA, 1 x 3.5mm MP3 input (front panel)

DIGITAL AUDIO INPUTS 1 x S/PDIF coaxial, 2 x TOSLINK optical, 1 x USB audio, Bluetooth 

via BT100 (not supplied)

COMPATIBILITY TOSLINK optical, S/PDIF coaxial, USB 1.0 and 2.0, BT100 Bluetooth receiver 

OUTPUTS Speakers A+B, 3.5mm headphone, Preamp Output, Subwoofer Output 

MAX POWER CONSUMPTION 750W 

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION <0.5W

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D)* 115 x 430 x 341mm (4.5 x 16.9 x 13.4”)

WEIGHT 8.7kg (19.1lbs)

 

CXN V2 Network Streamer € 1099
AWARD WINNING STREAMING. IMPROVED. 

At Cambridge Audio, we strive to keep moving forward. That’s why, despite winning 

What Hi-Fi?’s ‘Best Streamer’ category three years running, we’re still working to improve 

the best sounding network player around. The new CXN (V2)’s increased processing 

power refines your digital music experience, making it a joy to use and opening up new 

listening opportunities.

DAC Dual Wolfson WM8740 24-bit DACs

DIGITAL FILTER 2nd Generation ATF2 up-sampling to 24-bit/384kHz

ANALOGUE FILTER 2-Pole Dual Differential Bessel

USB AUDIO INPUT USB Type B conforms to USB Audio profile 1.0 or 2.0 (user selectable)

DIGITAL AUDIO INPUTS S/PDIF Coaxial and TOSLINK Optical

ANALOGUE AUDIO OUTPUTS Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA analogue

DIGITAL AUDIO OUTPUTS S/PDIF Coaxial and TOSLINK Optical

COMPATIBILITY UPnP, Local USB media, USB audio 1.0 and 2.0, S/PDIF Toslink and Coaxial, 

Airplay, BT100 Bluetooth receiver (not supplied), Internet radio, Spotify Connect

AUDIO FORMATS ALAC, WAV, FLAC, AIFF, DSD (x64), WMA, MP3, AAC, HE AAC, AAC+, OGG Vorbis

MAX POWER CONSUMPTION 30W
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STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION 0.5W

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) Maximum including sockets and controls: 85 x 430 x 305mm

WEIGHT 3.5Kg

CXC dedicated CD TRANSPORT € 529
Designed specifically to do one thing only. The CXC spins CDs and retrieves the audio data with perfect precision so you can hear things that you’ve never heard before 

in tracks you’ve heard 100 times. And thanks to its all-digital outputs it works in perfect harmony with our CXA60 and CXA80 integrated amplifiers.

 

DIGITAL AUDIO OUTPUTS S/PDIF coaxial and TOSLINK optical

S/PDIF OUTPUT IMPEDANCE <75ohms

MAX POWER CONSUMPTION 25 W

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION <0.5W

DIMENSIONS (H x W x D)*85 x 430 x 315mm

WEIGHT 4.7kg

GAPLESS PLAYBACK? Yes

BLACK AND SILVER

 

 

CXR120 120 W Streaming AV Receiver € 1499
A box to delight audiophiles, music lovers and film fans in one. The CXR120 will give 

your movies an unprecedented audio experience with every piece of dialogue, every 

crash and every bang is delivered with punch, precision and power. This is allied to the 

benefits of our flagship hi-fi stereo amps for superb music presentation and the built-

in award winning StreamMagic streaming module which provides wireless access to 

your complete digital library, Spotify Connect and internet radio.

 

POWER OUTPUT 120 watts RMS per channel, 6 ohms (two channels driven), 155 

watts RMS per channel, 4 ohms (two channels driven), 100 watts RMS per channel, 8 

ohms (two channels driven), 60 watts RMS per channel, 8 ohms (all 7 channels driven)

HDMI HDMI 2.0, HDCP 2.2, ARC supported on HDMI 1 output

AUDIO INPUTS 3 x Analogue, Tuner (FM/AM), 7.1 multi-channel analogue direct, 2 x digital coaxial, 2 x optical

VIDEO INPUTS 6 x HDMI 2.0, 1 x MHL compatible (HDMI 1.4 - max 1080p)

MAIN AUDIO OUTPUTS 7 Amplified Speaker Outputs, 2 x subwoofer outputs

VIDEO OUTPUT 2 x HDMI 2.0, ARC through HDMI 1

OTHER CONNECTIONS 1 x 1/4” / 6.35mm Headphone Output (32 To 600 ohms recommended), 

IR emitter input, IR receiver input, 2x IR outputs, 2x 12V trigger outputs, 1 RS232C, 1 IEC type 

mains inlet, Wi-Fi module, RJ45 Ethernet, BT100 Bluetooth (BT100 not supplied), Spotify Connect 

AUDIO FORMATS (NETWORK STREAMING AND USB HDD)

ALAC, WAV, FLAC, AIFF, WMA, MP3, AAC, HE AAC, AAC+, OGG Vorbis (16-24 bit, 

11.025-192kHz), DSD (via HDMI)

MAX POWER CONSUMPTION 1000W

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION <0.5W

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D)* 165 x 430 x 420mm (6.5 x 16.9 x 16.5’’)

WEIGHT 13.2kg (29lbs)

 

The most powerful home cinema amplifier we’ve ever made. Just like the CXR120, the CXR200 is an audiophile’s hi-fi, a movie buff’s AVR, and a music lover’s digital 

streamer in a box, but it has twice the power and added zone 2 functionality. It delivers a huge home cinema presence to the largest of rooms or even 2

          We created the CXRs with the same premise as any of our other hi-fi products - 

with amazing sound at the core of their design. Through class AB amplification the 

CXR200 delivers extremely low noise and distortion levels and is rated at 200 Watts 

in stereo mode or 120 Watts with all seven channels driven. The power supply is via 

a low flux audiophile-grade toroidal transformer with a substantially extruded heat 

sink; the result is that the CXR200 delivers smooth seamless sound with incredible 

precision. You no longer need two separate systems for your music and movies, the 

200 will bring power and energy to anything you put through it..

 

CXR 200 200W Streaming AV Receiver € 1999,00
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POWER OUTPUT 200 watts RMS per channel, 6 ohms (two channels driven),270 watts RMS 

per channel, 4 ohms (two channels driven), 170 watts RMS per channel, 8 ohms 

(two channels driven), 120 watts RMS per channel, 8 ohms (all 7 channels driven)

HDMI HDMI 2.0, HDCP 2.2, ARC supported on HDMI 1 output

AUDIO INPUTS 4 x Analogue, Tuner (FM/AM), 7.1 multi-channel analogue direct, 

2 x digital co-axial, 4 x optical

VIDEO INPUTS 6 x HDMI 2.0, 2 x MHL compatible (HDMI 1.4 - max 1080p)

MAIN AUDIO OUTPUTS 7 Amplified Speaker Outputs, L+R preamp outs, 2 x subwoofer 

outputs

VIDEO OUTPUT 2 x HDMI 2.0, ARC through HDMI 1, Zone 2 through HDMI 2

OTHER CONNECTIONS 1 x 1/4” / 6.35mm Headphone Output (32 To 600 ohms 

recommended), IR emitter input, IR receiver input, 3 x IR outputs, 3 x 12V trigger outputs, 

1 RS232C, 1 IEC type mains inlet, Wi-Fi module, RJ45 Ethernet, BT100 Bluetooth (not 

supplied), Spotify Connect

AUDIO FORMATS (NETWORK STREAMING AND USB HDD) ALAC, WAV, FLAC, AIFF, WMA, 

MP3, AAC, HE AAC, AAC+, OGG Vorbis (16-24 bit, 11.025-192kHz), DSD (via HDMI)

MAX POWER CONSUMPTION 1800W

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION <0.5W

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D)* 165 x 430 x 420mm

WEIGHT 15.7kg

 

CXUHD Universal DVD, CD/SA CD & Blu-ray Player € 799
Step into a world of crisp visuals and stunning detail all in glorious 4K resolution, with 

Cambridge Audio’s first ever UHD Player. Designed without DACs for noise reduction 

and improved audio and picture quality, the CXUHD supports the latest in 4K 

technologies including UHD discs, HDR and Dolby Vision; giving you a reference quality 

player capable of handling almost any video or audio file format you can throw at it.

 

UHD, 4K, HDR & DOLBY VISION 

The CXUHD supports the playback of 4K UHD Blu-Ray discs, playing video in resolutions up to 3840 x 2160, delivering four times as many pixels as regular HD Blu-Ray. 

Other 4K media files are also supported for playback, utilising HEVC H.265, H.264, VP9 4K and Hi10P video decoding for increased compatibility with user generated 

content. HDR (High Dynamic Range) is also supported with a HDR TV, expanding the range of contrast and brightness for advanced and expanded colours. It has been 

professionally calibrated to optimise the dynamic range between blacks and whites along with delivering natural colours and filmic fluidity. For compatibility there’s also 

a conversion provided for older SDR (Standard Dynamic Range) displays

       Dolby Vision transforms your home cinema experience by delivering striking highlights, 68 billion colours, and intense darks never seen on standard television 

screens. Using clever metadata, Dolby Vision enhances your TVs performance frame by frame.

 

DISC TYPES UHD Blu-ray, Blu-ray, Blu-ray 3D, DVD-Video, DVD-Audio, AVCHD, SACD, CD, Kodak Picture CD, CD-R/RW, DVD±R/RW, DVD±R DL, BD-R/RE

BD PROFILE BD-ROM Version 3.1 Profile 6 (also compatible with BD-ROM Version 2.5 Profile 5)

ARCHITECTURE DECODER Mediatek MTK8591

EXTERNAL STORAGE 2 x USB 3.0 

VIDEO FRAME RATES 24Hz/50Hz/60Hz 

VIDEO FILE FORMATS SUPPORTED

MPEG2, MPEG 2 HD, MPEG4, MPEG4 HD, AVC, VC-1, XVID, AVI, AVC, MKV (4.1), DAT, VOB, WMV, MOV, MP4, MPEG-PS, FLV, MTS, M2TS, M2T, M4V, QuickTime

AUDIO FILE FORMATS SUPPORTED AAC, WMA, MP3, APE, Ogg Vorbis, FLAC, WAV

PICTURE FILE FORMATS SUPPORTED JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG

HMDI 1 (INPUT & OUTPUT) Video: UHD/1080p 24/1080p/1080i/720p/576p/576i/4 80p/480i, 3D frame-packing 720p/1080p24 Audio: up to 7.1ch/192kHz PCM, up to 

5.1ch DSD, Bitstream

HDMI 2 (AUDIO OUTPUT ONLY) up to 7.1ch/192kHz PCM, up to 5.1ch DSD, Bitstream

ETHERNET 1000 BASE-T 

WI-FI 802.11B, G, N (2.4GHz), 802.11A, N, AC (5GHz)

PSU Universal Switch-mode 100 – 240V AC, IEC Inlet

MAX POWER CONSUMPTION 35W

STANDBY CONSUMPTION (QUICK START MODE OFF) <0.5W

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) (INCLUDING FEET) 82mm x 430mm x 312mm

WEIGHT (UNBOXED) 5.0kg (11.0lbs) 

GAPLESS CD PLAYBACK? Yes
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Azur
 

BT100 Bluetooth Audio Receiver € 99

Turn your mobile, smartphone, tablet or computer into a wireless hi-fi component. By connecting our new BT100 to any supported Cambridge 

Audio product, you can now stream music wirelessly from your iPhone, smartphone, iPad, tablet, laptop or any device that supports 

Bluetooth to your hi-fi or entertainment system. If your smartphone or tablet supports the aptX audio enhancement CODEC the BT100 can 

support it as well. AptX, which is featured on a growing number of mobile devices as well as MacBooks and Apple desktop computers, allows 

audio to be broadcast wirelessly in significantly higher quality than over standard Bluetooth. 

You'll instantly notice more extensive dynamic range, deeper bass and crystal-clear top end. Standard Bluetooth codec (SBC) has variable 

performance and its weaknesses are very apparent to music lovers including a reduction in high end clarity, muddiness or dullness on stringed 

content. Conversely, the aptX codec has a fixed performance standard to guarantee a consistently excellent quality when music data is 

transferred wirelessly over Bluetooth. With almost CD-quality reproduction on offer, you'll instantly experience significantly greater dynamics and infinitely more 

detail from your favourite music.

 

 

 

 

851A Flagship Integrated class XD amplifier € 1699
The ultimate in amplification and built without compromise, the 851 is our finest integrated amplifier. It possesses incredible power, finesse and astonishingly low 

distortion. In its design we assessed every component for sonic excellence and 

revised, reviewed and optimised the signal path for minimal distortion. Thousands of 

hours were spent testing and tweaking, the result is an amplifier like you’ve never 

heard before.

 

SOUND QUALITY 

Nothing prepares you for the sound quality of our 851A. Rated at 120 Watts per 

channel and built with a fastidious attention to detail, it presents your music with 

astounding depth and incredible clarity. The precision volume control provides 

remarkable stereo separation, while the overall effect is to give your music collection a new lease of life.

 

POWER OUTPUT 120W RMS into 8 Ohms 200W RMS into 4 Ohms

THD (UNWEIGHTED) < 0.001% 1 kHz at 80% of rated power 0.01% 20 Hz - 20 kHz at 80% of rated power

AUDIO INPUTS 2 x balanced XLR, 8 x RCA inputs

AUDIO OUTPUTS Preamp output Record output

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10 Hz - 50 kHz +/- 1 dB

S/N RATIO (REF 1W) > 93 dB (ref 1W/8 Ohm)

INPUT IMPEDANCE Inputs 1 and 2 (balanced) 20 kOhm, Inputs 1-7 unbalanced 

20 kOhm Rec Input 20 kOhm

POWER AMP DAMPING FACTOR > 110 at 1 kHz 

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 800W 

MIN. POWER CONSUMPTION Active (no signal) 70W 

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION Standby <0.5W 

TONE CONTROL Shelving type Max bass boost/cut +/- 10 dB at 10 Hz Max treble boost/cut +/- 7.5 dB at 20 kHz

COLOUR Silver or black 

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 430 x 115 x 385mm 

WEIGHT 15.0Kg

 

Flagship Upsampling DAC, CD Player & Preamplifier 851C € 1699
Our finest CD player and DAC, the 851C uses our extensive digital knowledge to 

become the cornerstone of your digital hub. No matter the source of your digital 

music, twin DACs in dual differential mode and 2nd generation Adaptive Time 

Filtering make the music sound as the original artist intended – extraordinary.

 

SOUND PERFECTION 

The 851C uses audiophile grade components throughout and incorporates our most 

advanced technologies to ensure it plays music perfectly. Your discs are spun on our 

own audio-only transport and coupled with our S3 servo to give error-free data 

retrieval and jitter minimisation. Our ultra-rigid metal construction also ensures 

components are isolated and free from vibration.

      All data is then put through our 2nd generation Adaptive Time Filtering that upsamples everything to 24bit/384kHz hi-res quality, no matter the original source. As 

a result, jitter is almost completely absent, and the music sounds amazing. Read more on our proprietary ATF upsampling technology here.

      The upsampled music then passes through Twin Analog Devices DACs (very high-end digital to analogue converters) which are implemented in a dual differential 

configuration meaning each channel has its own DAC to process data. The result is lifelike stereo imaging where instruments can be heard in specific parts of your 

room with uncanny accuracy.

       All of these audiophile internals are powered by a large toroidal transformer for the best delivery of a high quality and consistent signal with low noise and buzz 

levels.

 

DIGITAL FILTER Analog Devices Black Fin ADSP-BF532 32 bit DSP performing 2nd Generation ATF2 upsampling to 24-bit/384kHz. Linear Phase, Minimum phase or 
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Steep modes.

ANALOGUE FILTER 2 Pole Fully Differential Linear Phase Bessel filter

DIGITAL INPUT 1 S/PDIF 75 Ohms or TosLink optical

DIGITAL INPUT 2 S/PDIF 75 Ohms or TosLink optical

AES/EBU INPUT XLR balanced 110 Ohms per phase

USB AUDIO INPUT USB Type B conforming to Audio profile 1.0 or 2.0 (user selectable)

AUDIO OUTPUTS Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA analogue audio outputs

COMPATIBILITY USB 1.0 16-24 bit, 32-96kHz USB 2.0 16-24 bit, 32-192kHz TosLink 16-24 bit, 32-96kHz S/PDIF and AES/EBU 16-24 bits 32-192kHz CD playback is 

intrinsically limited to 16-bits 44.1kHz

THD (UNWEIGHTED) @ 1KHHZ 0DBFS < 0.0004%

THD (UNWEIGHTED) @ 1KHZ -10DBFS < 0.0004%

THD (UNWEIGHTED) @ 20KHZ 0DBFS < 0.0007%

IMD (19/20KHZ) 0DBFS < 0.0002%

LINEARITY @ -90DBFS +/- 0.2dB

LINEARITY @ -120DBF +/- 0.4dB

STOP-BAND REJECTION (>24KHZ) > 120dB

TOTAL CORRELATED JITTER < 60pS for all digital inputs, CD playback and USB 2.0 

< 180pS for USB 1.0

CROSSTALK @1KHZ < -130dB

CROSSTALK @20 KHZ < -114dB

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE < 50 Ohms 

0DB FS OUTPUT 2.2Vrms (2.2Vrms each phase for the balanced output)

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 40W

IDLE CONSUMPTION 8W

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION <0.5W

COLOUR Black or silver 

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 430 x 115 x 360mm

WEIGHT 10.0Kg

GAPLESS PLAYBACK? Yes

 

Azur 851W Flagship power amplifier € 1899
The 851W is our flagship power amplifier, with immense power and incredibly low distortion. It’s perfectly matched to partner our 851E pre-amplifier and 851N 

network player; taking their pure signal and amplifying it with huge presence and authority. 

You’ll re-discover your favourite music in a quality that you’ve never heard before.

 

CLASS XD 

Rather than use a Class A design, which is sonically brilliant but generates vast amounts of heat, or a Class AB design, which is efficient but sonically limited, we 

developed our own Class XD amplifier design which the 851W takes advantage of. This has the sonic purity of Class A and the efficiency of Class AB for the best of 

both worlds. For more information on our unique patented Class XD technology watch the video at the bottom of the page or click here for a full description.

 

TERRAPIN BUFFERING | POWER AND CONTROL | FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION | CAP 5 PROTECTION 

POWER OUTPUT – STEREO/MONO 200W per channel into 8 Ohms 350W per channel into 4 Ohms 

POWER OUTPUT – BRIDGED MONO 500W 8 Ohms 800W 4 Ohms

THD (UNWEIGHTED) < 0.001% 1 kHz < 0.005% 20 Hz - 20 kHz

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 5Hz – 80kHz

S/N RATIO (REF 1W / 8 OHM) >90dB (unweighted)

SENSITIVITY – STEREO OR MONO 1.5V rms unbalanced 1.5 + 1.5V rms balanced 

SENSITIVITY – BRIDGED MONO 0.775V rms unbalanced 0.775V + 0.775V rms 

balanced 

INPUT IMPEDANCES Balanced input 38 kOhm Unbalanced input 68 kOhm 

POWER AMP DAMPING FACTOR > 110 at 1 kHz 

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 2400W

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION Standby <0.5W 

COLOUR Black or silver 

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD) 148 x 430 x 365mm

WEIGHT 19.1kg

 

 

Azur 851N Flagship Network Player € 1699
The pinnacle of digital and streaming performance – the 851N is the ultimate network 

player. It’s features include; 24-bit/384kHz upsampling from all sources, native 

24-bit/192kHz playback, USB, digital audio inputs and streaming over wi-fi including 

UPnP and NAS drives, Spotify Connect, Apple AirPlay, and DSD.

TIDAL WILL BE AVAILABLE ON THE 851N NETWORK PLAYER IN EARLY 2018, VIA A SOFTWARE UPDATE.

Azur
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BEAUTIFUL SOUND 

You can stream virtually any file to the 851N and its internal engine will then bring it to life. Firstly, all tracks are put through our 2nd generation Adaptive Time 

Filtering that upsamples everything to 24bit/384kHz hi-res quality, no matter the original source. As a result, jitter is almost completely absent, and the music sounds 

amazing. Read more on our proprietary ATF upsampling technology here.

       The upsampled data then passes through Twin Analog Devices DACs (very high-end digital to analogue converters) which are implemented in a dual differential 

configuration meaning each channel has its own DAC. The result is lifelike stereo imaging where instruments can be heard in specific parts of your room with uncanny 

accuracy.

       All of these audiophile internals are powered by a large toroidal transformer and wrapped in rigid metal casework for the best delivery of a high quality and 

consistent signal with low noise and buzz levels.

 

DIGITAL PRE-AMP

Not just a great network player the 851N is also an outstanding digital pre-amp that can be connected directly to dedicated power amplifiers as well traditional 

integrated amps. Keeping the signal digital to the last moment makes it less susceptible to analogue deterioration, while a 32-bit SHARC DSP controls the volume 

output; by keeping the entire signal digital the best possible sound is achieved, even at very low volume levels.

 

D/A CONVERTERS Twin Analog Devices AD1955 24-bit DACs

DIGITAL FILTER 2nd Generation ATF2 up-sampling to 24-bit/384kHz. Linear Phase, Minimum phase or Steep modes.

ANALOGUE FILTER 2-pole differential Bessel with DC servo (for both XLR and RCA outputs)

DIGITAL AUDIO INPUTS 1 x AES/EBU, 2 x S/PDIF coaxial and 2 x TOSLINK optical

USB AUDIO INPUT USB Type B conforms to USB Audio profile 1.0 or 2.0 (user selectable)

ANALOGUE AUDIO OUTPUTS Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA analogue audio outputs

COMPATIBILITY UPnP: Linear PCM 16-24 bit, 11.025-192kHz Local USB media:Linear PCM 16-24 bit, 11.025-192kHz USB Audio1.0: Linear PCM 16-24 bit, 44.1-96kHz 

USB Audio 2.0: Linear PCM 16-24 bit, 44.1-192kHz or DSD x64 (DSD also available over UPnP streaming), TOSLINK: 16-24 bit, 32-192kHz (using high quality TOSLINK 

optical cable) S/PDIF: Linear PCM 16-24 bit, 32-192kHz AES3/EBU: Linear PCM 16-24 bit, 32-192kHz BT100 Bluetooth receiver: A2DP plus aptX Internet radio: 16-24 

bit, 11.025-192kHz

AUDIO FORMATS ALAC, WAV, FLAC, AIFF, DSD (x64), WMA, MP3, AAC, HE AAC, AAC+, OGG Vorbis

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION <0.5W

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 115 x 430 x 360mm

WEIGHT 8.1kg (17.9lbs)

 

 

 

Topaz AM5 ENTRY-LEVEL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER € 199
As well as offering stunning value, the AM5 has 25 watts  of power per channel, is smartphone compatible using the front mounted 3.5mm aux input , and has a 

further four rear mounted panel inputs for connecting all your music and audio 

sources .

 

POWER OUTPUT 25 Watts (into 8 Ohms)

INPUT/OUTPUTS 1x CD RCA input, 1x Tuner/DAB RCA input, 1x MP3/AUX RCA input, 

1x MP3/AUX 3.5mm input (front panel), 1x BD/DVD RCA input, 1x Rec Out RCA 

output

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 180 Watts

COLOUR Black

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 430 x 80 x 340mm

WEIGHT 5.1kg (11.2lbs)

 

Topaz AM10 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER € 299
On top of the AM5… The AM10 gives an extra performance boost with 35 watts  of power 

per channel . It also has an integrated phono stage  for Moving Magnet  cartridges 

which you’ll need if you want to connect your turntable.

POWER OUTPUT 35 watts (into 8 Ohms) 

INPUTS/OUTPUTS 1x CD RCA input, 1x Tuner/DAB RCA input, 1x MP3/AUX RCA input, 

1x MP3/AUX 3.5mm input (front panel), 1x BD/DVD RCA input, 1x Phono RCA input 

for Moving Magnet cartridges, 1x Rec Out RCA output, 1x Headphone output 

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 260 Watts 

COLOUR Black

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 430 x 80 x 340mm

WEIGHT 5.6kg (12.3lbs)

 

Topaz CD5 ENTRY-LEVEL CD PLAYER € 199
The CD5 features a high quality Wolfson 8725 digital to analogue converter (DAC) , which converts the digital files on a CD into analogue sound you can hear. This 

premium component helps to draw extra detail and depth from your music. The CD5 will also play home recorded CD-R , CD-RW  and CD-ROM  discs with MP3  and 

WMA  files on them. Its efficient design concentrates on delivering your music with clarity, depth and detail.

 

DAC Wolfson Microelectronics WM8725
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YOYO                                                                       Phono preamps

 

 

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 15W

COLOUR Black

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 430 x 80 x 305mm

WEIGHT 4.3Kg (9.5lbs) 

GAPLESS PLAYBACK? No

 

Topaz CD10 CD PLAYER € 299 
On Top of the CD5… The CD10 features a Wolfson 8761 digital to analogue converter (DAC), a step up in stunning audio performance from the CD5. There’s also a 

dedicated digital output which allows you to record from a CD to a digital format or even connect to a standalone DAC when you’re ready to improve your sound even 

further.

 

DAC Wolfson Microelectronics WM8761

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 15W

COLOUR Black 

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 430 x 80 x 305mm

WEIGHT 4.3Kg (9.5lbs)

GAPLESS PLAYBACK? No

 

Topaz SR10 POWERFUL FM/AM STEREO RECEIVER € 399
The SR10 boasts 85 watts of power, a built-in phono stage for connecting record players with Moving Magnet  cartridges, a front panel 3.5mm input for iPod/MP3 

players, built-in FM/AM radio with RDS  and 30 presets and four analogue inputs for connecting all your music, AV and audio sources .

POWER OUTPUT

85W RMS into 8 Ohms (2-channels driven)

INPUTS/OUTPUTS 1x CD RCA input, 1x Tuner/DAB RCA input, 1x MP3/AUX RCA 

input, 1x MP3/AUX 3.5mm input (front panel), 1x BD/DVD RCA input, 1x Phono 

RCA input for Moving Magnet cartridges, 1x Rec Out RCA output, 1x Subwoofer 

output, 1x Headphone output

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 500 Watts

RADIO FUNCTION FM/AM (EU and US bands), 30 presets Radio Data System (RDS) 

for FM Stations

COLOURS Black

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 430 x 110 x 340mm 

WEIGHT 8.1Kg (17.8lbs)

 

Topaz SR20 POWERFUL DIGITAL STEREO RECEIVER € 499
On top of the SR10… The most powerful amplifier in the Topaz range offers a massive 100 watts per channel , a dedicated subwoofer  speaker output for improving 

bass and two sets of speaker outputs . It also features analogue inputs, digital inputs 

, a phono stage, an FM receiver  and an 3.5mm input.

POWER OUTPUT 100W RMS into 8 Ohms (2-channels driven)

INPUTS/OUTPUTS 2x Optical Digital input, 1x Coaxial Digital input, 1x CD RCA input, 

1x Tuner/DAB RCA input, 1x MP3/AUX RCA input, 1x MP3/AUX 3.5mm input (front 

panel), 1x BD/DVD RCA input, 1x Phono RCA input for Moving Magnet cartridges, 1x 

Rec Out RCA output, 1x Subwoofer output, 1x Headphone output

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 500 Watts

RADIO FUNCTION FM/AM (EU and US bands), 30 presets Radio Data System (RDS) for FM Stations

COLOURS Black

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 430 x 110 x 340mm

WEIGHT 8.1Kg

 

 

 

 

SOLO Moving Magnet Phono Preamplifier € 179
Enjoy every last detail from your vinyl collection with our highest quality moving magnet phono stage, the Solo Phono 

Preamplifier.

VINYL AS IT’S SUPPOSED TO SOUND 

Whether you’re dusting off your record collection or embracing analogue through the vinyl revival, there’s a unique 

experience to be had from the moment you drop the needle on your favourite album. To preserve the unique warmth of the vinyl sound, the Solo phono preamplifier 

has been carefully designed with a state-of-the-art switch mode power supply and a new surface mounted circuit board layout to reduce unwanted noise.

 

MAX POWER CONSUMPTION 10W

GAIN @ 1KHZ 39dB

NOMINAL OUTPUT 300mV

SENSITIVITY FOR NOMINAL OUTPUT 3.35mV

YOYO                                                                       Phono preamps

 

 
            Phonostages
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EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE (A-WEIGHTED) ~0.09uV

RIAA CURVE ACCURACY +/- 0.65dB 30Hz-20kHz

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO GROUNDED INPUTS REF. 1V OUTPUT (20HZ-20KHZ BW) >90dB

THD+N 1KHZ (20-20KHZ BW) <0.0025%

INPUT IMPEDANCE 47k Ohm

INPUT CAPACITANCE 100pF

OVERLOAD MARGIN >30dB

CROSSTALK @10KHZ >85dB

COLOUR Titanium only

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 48x176x132 )

WEIGHT 0.68kg

 

DUO Moving Coil & Moving Magnet Phono Preamplifier € 299
Squeeze every inch of detail from your record collection with our highest quality moving magnet and moving coil phono stage, with integrated headphone amp; the 

Duo Phono Preamplifier.

VINYL AS IT’S SUPPOSED TO SOUND 

Whether you’re dusting off your record collection or embracing analogue through the vinyl revival, there’s a unique 

experience to be had from the moment you drop the needle on your favourite album. To preserve the unique warmth of 

the vinyl sound, the Duo phono preamplifier has been carefully designed with a state-of-the-art switch mode power supply and a new surface mounted circuit board 

layout to reduce unwanted noise.

 

MAX POWER CONSUMPTION 10W

CARTRIDGE SUPPORT Moving Magnet | Moving Coil

GAIN @ 1KHZ MM: 39dB | MC: 60dB

NOMINAL OUTPUT 300mV

SENSITIVITY FOR NOMINAL OUTPUT MM: 3.35mV | MC: 305uV

EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE (A-WEIGHTED) MM: ~0.09uV | MC: ~0.08uV

RIAA CURVE ACCURACY +/- 0.3dB 30Hz-50Hz

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO GROUNDED INPUTS REF. 1V OUTPUT (20HZ-20KHZ BW) MM: >90dB | MC: >70dB

THD+N 1KHZ (20-20KHZ BW) MM: <0.0025% | MC: <0.20%

INPUT IMPEDANCE MM: 47k Ohms | MC: 100 Ohms

INPUT CAPACITANCE 100pF

OVERLOAD MARGIN >30dB

CROSSTALK @ 10KHZ MM: >85dB | MC: 75dB

COLOUR Titanium only

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 48 x 215 x 159 mm (1.9 x 8.5 x 6.2")

WEIGHT 0.95kg (2.1lbs)

 

 

 

 

ONE All in One Music System € 399
A compact hi-fi quality system that allows you to stream music from a variety of sources thanks to multiple digital inputs, Bluetooth 

connectivity and a DAB+ radio tuner. Featuring a class AB amplifier and a Wolfson WM8728 digital to analogue converter, the One 

outputs 30W per channel, making all your music sound the way it should.

      You no longer have to choose between convenience and sound quality, because the One uses high end components and 

engineering to provide hi-fi quality sound for all inputs. Using an advanced digital to analogue converter and transformer (see 

below), you’ll enjoy all of the drama your music has to offer played at an impressive 30 watts per channel. This premium quality digital to analogue converter draws 

incredible detail out of every type of music.

 

TRANSFORMED AUDIO 

For truly transformative audio output, the One uses a powerful toroidal transformer. This means no transformer buzz, clear bass acoustics and high quality power 

output to the amplification circuits to eliminate any clipping. Speakers can be driven at high volumes without noise interference, fully shielded against internal and 

external electrical interference

 

DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONVERTER Wolfson WM8728

POWER OUTPUT 30 watts RMS per channel (into 8 Ohms)

CONNECTIVITY CD, including MP3 and WMA formats, Bluetooth, USB audio, 1 x S/PDIF coaxial digital audio input, 1 x TosLink optical digital audio inputs, 1 x RCA 

analogue audio input, 1 x 3.5mm analogue audio input, DAB+, DAB and FM radio tuner

DIGITAL FILE FORMATS SUPPORTED ALAC, WAV, FLAC, AIFF, WMA, MP3, AAC, HE AAC, AAC+, OGG

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION <0.5W

COLOUR Black or White

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 230 x 112 x 295mm (9 x 4.4 x 11.6")

WEIGHT 4.6kg (10.1lbs)

GAPLESS PLAYBACK? No
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TV2 (v2) Soundbase with Bluetooth € 299
Some say if it ain't broke, don't fix it. We say, even if it's won a What Hi-Fi? award, 

we can do better. So you can still expect the rich, balanced sound and clarity of TV2 

mark one but with added HDMI ARC, a 50% larger amplifier, superior Bluetooth quality and more EQ settings at your fingertips. But we kept one important 

component the same - the price. 

 

HDMI ARC ARC supports 24bit/192kHz playback from Hi-res enabled TVs. This connection will also respond to your main TV remote so volume and power on/off will 

be synchronised. LPCM support also enables stereo digital output.

 

CONNECTIONS Choose from HDMI ARC, Optical input, 3.5mm aux-in and RCA. All cables are included so if you change your TV, your base can stay.

APTX BLUETOOTH 10 metre range for effortless streaming and AptX for even more detail and depth, up to CD quality.

SUBWOOFER Downwards firing subwoofer delivers fantastic natural dispersion of bass, and also keeps the speaker safe from rogue children and pets.

TV STAND If you're looking for a base to stand your TV directly on, we suggest using the TV2 for TV screen sizes 40" and below. For larger screens, position on a shelf 

below or take a look at our larger TV5 model.

GREEN AT HEART TV2 saves power by using less than 0.5w on standby and will automatically power down if not in use for 20 minutes.

BMR DRIVERS Our unique BMR speaker technology offers unrivaled wide dispersion of natural sounding audio from a compact profile. Experience beautiful clarity, 

powerful bass and rich mid-range.

4 SOUND EXPERIENCES Select from four EQ settings to optimise your audio perfectly for your content. Choose from Movie, Music, TV and Voice. Dial the bass up or 

down in each of these modes to your liking.

IMPROVED POWER OUTPUT Our amplifier offers supreme control over fluctuations in audio which is key with home cinema, any scene switching from a whisper to 

an explosion will be controlled to sound as natural as possible so that the audio enhances your experience, and does not distract from it.

REMOTE CONTROL New ergonomic remote is comfortable to hold and offers you complete control over your settings.

DRIVE UNITS 2 x 57mm (2.25") Balanced Mode Radiator (BMR) drivers, 1 x 165mm (6.5") subwoofer

CONNECTIVITY aptX Bluetooth, 1x ARC, 1x TOSLINK Optical, 1x 3.5mm MP3, 1x RCA

COLOUR Black

DIMENSIONS (W X H X D) 550 x 100 x 333mm 

 

 

TV5 (v2) Soundbase with Bluetooth € 399
It's just undergone an upgrade for 2017 but TV5 still promises 

nothing but simplicity. At least in terms of design, usability and set 

up. Because inside is the ultimate one box audio upgrade for your 

TV content and your music library. No matter what TV you have, 

where you store your content or what your preference in sound 

settings, you can be confident that TV5 will deliver an outstanding 

performance.

 

HDMI ARC ARC supports 24bit/192kHz playback from Hi-res enabled TVs. This connection will also allow respond to your main TV remote so volume and power 

on/off will be synchronised. LPCM support also enables stereo digital output.

CONNECTIONS Choose from HDMI ARC, Optical input, 3.5mm aux-in and RCA. All cables are included so if you change your TV, your base can stay.

APTX BLUETOOTH 10 metre range for effortless streaming and AptX for even more detail and depth, up to CD quality.

 

DUAL SUBWOOFERS

Two downwards firing subwoofers deliver fantastic natural dispersion of bass and also keep the speakers safe from rogue children and pets.

TV STAND

If you're looking for a base to stand your TV directly on, we suggest using the TV for any screen sizes as long as the weight does not exceed 30kg and the base is no 

wider than 725mm

GREEN AT HEART

TV5 saves power by using less than 0.5w on standby and will automatically power down if not in use for 20 minutes.

BMR DRIVERS

Our unique BMR speaker technology offers unrivaled wide dispersion of natural sounding audio from a compact profile. Experience beautiful clarity, powerful bass 

and rich mid-range.

4 SOUND EXPERIENCES

Select from four EQ settings to optimise your audio perfectly for your content. Choose from Movie, Music, TV and Voice. Dial the bass up or down in each of these 

modes to your liking.

IMPROVED POWER OUTPUT

Our amplifier offers supreme control over fluctuations in audio which is key with home cinema, any scene switching from a whisper to an explosion will be controlled 

to sound as natural as possible so that the audio enhances your experience, and does not distract from it.

REMOTE CONTROL New ergonomic remote is comfortable to hold and offers you complete control over your settings.

DRIVE UNITS 2 x 57mm (2.25") Balanced Mode Radiator (BMR) drivers, 2 x 165mm (6.5") subwoofers

CONNECTIVITY aptX Bluetooth, 1x ARC, 1x TOSLINK Optical, 1x 3.5mm MP3, 1x RCA

COLOUR Black

DIMENSIONS 725 x 100 x 340mm (28.5” x 4” x 13.4”)

                                           Wireless YOYO
 
 

                                           Soundbases and soundbars
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TVB2 (V2) Soundbar & Wireless Subwoofer € 499
TVB2 (V2) upgrades your TV’s sound to unparalleled heights whilst also providing incredible music playback thanks to 

housing the same speaker technology we use in our best Hi-Fi speakers. TVB2 (V2) builds on the foundations that made 

our original soundbar a favourite of music and movie lovers alike, with a refined design and enhanced sound.

IMMERSIVE, ROOM FILLING SOUND With 120W of power, TVB2 (V2) has been engineered for deep punchy bass, a 

detailed midrange and crisp treble. The patented BMR® speaker technology disperses your audio 180 degrees ensuring 

that wherever you are in the room, and whether you’re listening to music or watching a movie, you enjoy an incredibly 

immersive experience.

GET CONNECTED TVB2 (V2) works with all TVs, so everyone can experience the immersive sound. You can 

choose from HDMI ARC, 

TOSLINK optical digital input or 

an AUX-in analogue input to 

connect to your set. And with 

three HDMI 2.0 inputs - all with 

4k, HDR and 3D pass-through - 

you can connect your satellite box, games consoles, smart TV box or any other device to TVB2 (V2). All of your media can receive a sound upgrade.

ADDICTED TO BASS The responsive wireless subwoofer, with 165mm driver, is code matched to the bar so there’s no connection procedure required. Just ensure it's 

plugged in and it'll power on with the bar.

MOVIES OR MUSIC. ALWAYS GREAT SOUND

With TVB2 (V2) we’ve enhanced the sound to deliver crisp, clear dialogue in movies and television whilst also offering accurate, enjoyable music playback. Thanks to 

TVB2 (V2)’s high quality digital signal processor with inbuilt equaliser, you can choose between 4 pre-programmed sound modes optimising the audio depending on 

whether you’re enjoying a movie, TV or simply listening to a playlist over Bluetooth. The subwoofer's bass can also be adjusted to an appropriate level for your home.

BLUETOOTH & NFC Connect your smart device or laptop via Bluetooth or instantly pair via NFC to enjoy powerful, well balanced sound from your library or favourite 

streaming service. 

REFINED DESIGN TVB2 (V2) comes in a slick black finish to blend seamlessly with the rest of your TV set-up, and the wireless subwoofer features a glass top, making it 

a welcome addition to your modern living room.

PLUG AND PLAY Included in the box are all the cables needed including HDMI, Optical and an AUX cable. There’s also a super easy wall bracket to discreetly mount 

the soundbar above or below your TV.

SEAMLESS EXPERIENCE Once fitted, TVB2 (V2) works seamlessly with your TV. TVB2 (V2) can power on and off automatically as your TV does and it can interpret 

volume controls meaning you can continue to use your TV as usual, but now with enhanced sound.

TOTAL CONTROL

Full control of the TVB2 (V2) is available from the included remote control and allows access to all available sources.

TECH SPECS

DRIVE UNITS 2 x 57mm (2.25’’) Balanced Mode Radiator (BMR) drivers, 1 x 165mm (6.5’’) woofer

INPUT VOLTAGE 100V – 240V (50/60Hz)

STANDBY POWER CONSUMPTION <4W ( please refer to user manual for more information)

CONNECTIVITY 3 x HDMI 2.0 inputs, 1 x HDMI 2.0 output with ARC, TOSLINK Optical, 3.5mm

DIMENSIONS (W X H X D) Soundbar: 880 x 74.5 x 46mm (34.6 x 2.9 x 1.8’’) Subwoofer: 180 x 364 x 278mm (7.1 x 14.3 x 10.9’’)

WEIGHT Soundbar: 1.63kg (3.6lbs) Subwoofer: 4.9kg (10.8lbs)

 

 

 

 

Yoyo (S) Portable Bluetooth Speaker € 179  
(S) stands for small and from the outside, that is exactly what this speaker is. Highly compact and 

perfectly portable. But behind the fabric, (S) boasts a range of components selected for the most 

powerful and high quality performance you can fit into a speaker this size. So the sound is anything 

but small. 

AUDIO COMPONENTS Two full range drivers, subwoofer and passive bass radiator deliver incredibly 

powerful sound from a compact form

 

BLUETOOTH AND NFC Connect any Bluetooth device and if your device supports NFC, simply tap it against the NFC logo on the top panel to connect.

AUX-IN Non-bluetooth enabled devices can still experience (S) sound quality by using the included 3.5mm cable.

GESTURE CONTROL Control your playback hands free by swiping your hand across the control panel. Useful mid-pasta making session or flower-bed digging.

SPEAKERPHONE Built-in high quality microphone lets you make and receive calls using the speaker. Useful for group chats and keeping hands free.

PORTABLE 14 hour built in battery means that (S) can stay firmly by your side wherever you may roam. We’ve also included a button that lets you check how much 

battery you have left.

SYNCHRONISED VOLUME CONTROL (S) and your smartphone will align their volume levels so you don’t have to adjust these on both device and speaker

USB CHARGING Built in USB port lets you plug in and charge your smartphone or other MP3 device, even when the speaker is unplugged.

WORLD TRAVELLER UK, EU and US plug adaptors are included so you and your speaker can globe trot together.

MARTON MILLS FABRIC COVER Bespoke Birds Eye fabric is acoustically-transparent and treated to repel dirt, water and unnecessary wear and tear.

SPEAKER SYSTEM Two full range drivers, subwoofer and passive bass radiator

CONNECTIVITY Bluetooth, NFC, 1 x 3.5mm Aux, 1 x USB device charging

FUNCTIONALITY Gesture Control, Speakerphone

Wireless Bluetooth YOYO
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COLOURS Dark Grey, Light Grey, Blue and Green

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 246 x 128 x 67mm

WEIGHT 1.2kg

 

Yoyo (M) Portable Stereo Bluetooth Speakers € 349
There’s no disguising that (M) was made by Hi-Fi engineers. Yes, a one box speaker is practical and space efficient, but from a sound perspective this is a compromise. 

Recorded music is mastered to be heard in stereo, and for that you need two speakers. Which is why we’re 

introducing L+R channel into the world of portable Bluetooth speakers.

 

WIRELESS STEREO SOUND (M) speakers connect together to deliver exceptional L+R channel playback of your 

digital files.

AUDIO COMPONENTS Each (M) has one full range driver and a subwoofer which deliver incredibly powerful 

stereo sound from compact profiles.

BLUETOOTH Connect any Bluetooth device for high quality wireless audio.

GESTURE CONTROL Control your playback hands free by swiping your hand across the control panels. Useful 

mid-pasta making session or flower-bed digging.

SPEAKERPHONE Built-in high quality microphone lets you make and receive calls using the speakers. Useful for 

group chats and keeping hands free.

PORTABLE 24 hour built in battery means that (M) can follow you faithfully around the home, out into the garden, up to the office and then round your friend’s house 

for dinner.

SYNCHRONISED VOLUME CONTROL (M) and your smartphone will align their volume levels so you don’t have to adjust these on both device and speakers.

USB CHARGING Built in USB port lets you plug in and charge your smartphone or other MP3 device, even when the speaker is unplugged.

WORLD TRAVELLER UK, EU and US plug adaptors are included so you and your speakers can trot the globe together.

MARTON MILLS FABRIC COVER Bespoke Birds Eye fabric is acoustically-transparent and treated to repel dirt, water and unnecessary wear and tear.

SPEAKER SYSTEM Stereo system each speaker with a full range driver and subwoofer

CONNECTIVITY Per Speaker: Bluetooth, 1 x 3.5mm Aux, 1 x USB device charging

FUNCTIONALITY Stereo Connection, Gesture Control, Speakerphone

COLOURS Dark Grey, Light Grey, Blue

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 125 x 204 x 125mm (4.92” x 8.03” x 4.92”)

WEIGHT 3kg (1.5kg per speaker)

 

 

 

 

DacMagic XS Portable USB DAC € 99
The DacMagic XS USB Digital to analogue converter (DAC)/ headphone amp is an instant upgrade to any computer’s sound output. It connects quickly and easily to 

any USB port and allows you to hear your favourite music and movies with every drop of detail, exactly as the artist intended.

ENHANCE YOUR MUSIC  Whilst your computer might be great for spreadsheets and emails, it’s not at all that good at processing sound. That’s why our engineers 

designed our award winning DacMagic XS to instantly upgrade the sound output from your laptop. Just plug it into the USB connection of your computer or Mac for 

incredible, detailed high resolution audio.

 

CONNECTIONS Micro USB input, 3.5mm analogue output

DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONVERTER ESS9023 24-bit DAC

SAMPLE RATES SUPPORTED USB 1.0 mode: 16/24-bit, 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, 96kHz USB 2.0 mode: 16/24-bit, 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, 96kHz, 176.4kHz, 192kHz

OUTPUT VOLTAGE 2V RMS

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 150mW

MIN. HEADPHONE IMPEDANCE 12 Ohms

FREQUENCY RESPONSE +/-0.2dB 20Hz – 20kHz

THD (UNWEIGHTED) <0.004%

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 103 dBr (unweighted)

CROSSTALK @ 1KHZ 66dB

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 0.5 Ohms

VOLUME STEPS 53 steps (54 different volume levels)

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 30 x 10 x 53.5mm (1.2 x 0.4 x 2.1’’)

WEIGHT 100g (3.5oz)

 

DacMagic 100 Digital to Analogue Converter € 149
Thanks to a Wolfson 24-bit DAC, a 24-bit/96kHz driverless USB Audio 1.0 input and S/PDIF and TosLink digital 

inputs, the DacMagic 100 takes the sound from your computer, iPod, TV and other digital devices and adds detail, 

depth and added clarity to give you a true audio experience.

PURE PROCESS 

Generally the digital to analogue converter found in typical digital devices is pretty poor and won’t extract the truest quality of audio from your sources. The 

DacMagic 100 works by taking a direct digital audio signal from your device to bypass its soundcard or DAC. It then digitally processes the audio signal using our 

custom designed technology, dramatically improving sound quality and reducing distortion. This results in greater detail, sparkling clarity and a deeper scale to all of 

your audio.

                                                                        Digital to Analogue Converters (DACs)
 
 

PC/Mac USB DAC in zwart
Hoge kwaliteit hoofdtelefoonuitgang 
Analoge volumeregeling
RGB LED inducatie t.b.v samplerate
24/192 Asynchroon USB Audio met driver (24/96 zonder)

DacMagic XS € 149
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DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONVERTER Wolfson WM8742 24-bit DAC

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 20Hz to 20kHz (±0.1dB)

THD @ 1KHZ 0DBFS <0.0025% 24-bit

THD @ 1KHZ -10DBFS <0.0025% 24-bit

THD @ 20KHZ 0DBFS <0.0025%

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO -113dBr

TOTAL CORRELATED JITTER <130pS

CROSSTALK @ 1KHZ < -130dB

CROSSTALK @ 20KHZ < -112dB

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE <50ohms

MAX. OUTPUT LEVEL (UNBALANCED) 2.3V rms

DIGITAL INPUT WORD WIDTHS SUPPORTED 16-24bit

DIGITAL INPUT SAMPLING FREQUENCIES SUPPORTED 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, 96kHz, 192kHz

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 5W

COLOUR Black or silver

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 106 x 46 x 130mm (4.1 x 1.8 x 5.1")

WEIGHT 0.5Kg (1.1 lbs)

 

DacMagic Plus Digital to Analogue Converter & Preamplifier € 399
The DacMagic Plus has fantastic new features including wireless device connectivity and stunning audio performance from music of 

all formats. Thanks to twin DACs it instantly improves audio fidelity from all your favourite digital products allowing you to make your 

computer, TV, Blu-ray player and other devices a true part of your hi-fi system.

PURE PROCESS 

The DacMagic Plus works by taking a direct digital audio signal from your computer, TV or other device - bypassing their built-in digital to analogue converters. This 

signal is then carefully analysed and upgraded using our ATF2 upsampling system. Once this process is complete, the DacMagic Plus outputs your music as a much 

purer analogue signal straight to your amplifier.

     Custom developed by our dedicated team in the heart of London, DacMagic Plus is totally flexible and supports digital music of all formats. It even allows you to 

upgrade 24-bit music files stored on your PC for better-than-CD performance from your digital music collection. Watch the video above to find out why our 

proprietary ATF2 upsampling technology makes such a difference to the sound produced by our DACs.

DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONVERTERS

Dual Wolfson WM8740 24-bit DACs

 

DIGITAL FILTER Analog Devices ADSP21261 DSP; upsampling to 24-bit/384kHz

ANALOGUE FILTER 2-Pole Dual Differential Bessel Double Virtual Earth Balanced

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 20Hz to 20kHz (±0.1dB)*

THD @ 1KHZ 0DBFS <0.001% 24-bit

THD @ 1KHZ -10DBFS <0.001%

THD @ 20KHZ 0DBFS <0.002%

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO -112dBr

TOTAL CORRELATED JITTER <130pS

CROSSTALK @ 1KHZ < -130dB

CROSSTALK @ 20KHZ < -112dB

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE <50 Ohms

MAX. OUTPUT LEVEL (UNBALANCED) 2.1V rms

MAX. OUTPUT LEVEL (BALANCED) 4.2V rms (2.1V per phase)

DIGITAL INPUT WORD WIDTHS SUPPORTED 16-24bit

DIGITAL INPUT SAMPLING FREQUENCIES SUPPORTED 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, 96kHz, 176.4kHz**, 192kHz

AUDIO OUTPUT UPSAMPLING Fixed 24-bit/384kHz

MAX POWER CONSUMPTION 12W

COLOUR Black or silver

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD) 52 x 215 x 191mm; (2.0 x 8.6 x 7.6”)

WEIGHT 1.2kg/2.6lbs

HEADPHONE OUTPUT THD at 1kHz 0dBFS 24-bit signal with 22kHz low pass filter = 0.001% at 20khz 0dBFS 24-bit signal with 80kHz low pass filter = 0.003%

S/N -111dBrA

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz - 100kHz

RECOMMEND HEADPHONE IMPEDANCE 32 Ohm to 600 Ohm

* Steep filter disabled

** Digital 1 & 2 Inputs only

 

 

 

 

Aeromax 6 Flagship Floorstanding Speakers € 1299 pair
Expanding on the radical design found in the award winning Aero speakers, Aeromax 6 has been tuned to the max to become even better sounding than its 

predecessor. Available in beautiful, modern, gloss black and white lacquer finishes and with a more coherent and immersive sound, Aeromax 6 is innovative, stylish 

and ideal for those who want the best stereo performance.

      By replacing the traditional tweeter with a BMR (Balanced Mode Radiator) driver, the Aeromax 6 offers a radical improvement in audio quality compared to its 

AEROMAX loudspeaker range
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rivals. Using the BMR shifts the crossover point between tweeter and woofer away from the usual 3kHz, right at the middle of the human 

ear's most sensitive hearing range, to a less problematic 250Hz. The result is a more natural, immersive and coherent sound. The 4th 

generation BMR® driver construction also delivers a more room-filling sound by using horizontal vibration modes for a much wider sound. 

This makes them ideal for modern homes and room layouts where speakers might not end up placed optimally for traditional stereo. You 

can place the Aeromax 6 where you want and still get great stereo and surround effects.

 

INCREASED BASS PERFORMANCE  As well as offering a more coherent sound at the top end, the unique BMR® technology offers 

advantages at the bottom end too. Aeromax cone drivers and subwoofers are specifically designed to complement the BMR™ drivers - 

producing cinematic, immersive sound with sumptuous and accurate bass. And with two mid base drivers incorporated into the Aeromax 6 

the bass is ground shaking.

 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 30Hz - 22kHz

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIER POWER 25-120 Watts 

DRIVERS 1 x BMR 46mm (2"), 2 x 165mm (6.5") high power subwoofer 

COLOUR Black Gloss or White Gloss 

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 240 x 980 x 344mm 

WEIGHT  17kg

 

 

Aeromax 2 Flagship Standmount Speakers € 649 pair
Expanding on the radical design found in the award winning Aero 2 speaker, Aeromax 2 has been tuned to the max to become 

even better sounding than its predecessor. Available in beautiful, modern, gloss black and white lacquer finishes and with a 

more coherent and immersive sound, Aeromax 2 is innovative, stylish and ideal for those who want the best stereo 

performance.

     The BMR drivers we use utilise patented ‘bending wave’ principles normally seen in advanced flat panel speakers combined 

with pistonic movement (backwards and forwards) like in a traditional speaker design. By replacing the traditional tweeter with 

a BMR (Balanced Mode Radiator) driver, the Aeromax 2 offers a radical difference in audio quality compared to its rivals. Using 

the BMR shifts the crossover point between tweeter and woofer away from the usual 3kHz, right at the middle of the human 

ear's most sensitive hearing range, to a less problematic 250Hz. The result is a more natural, immersive and coherent sound. As 

well as offering a more coherent sound at the top end, moving to a 250Hz crossover between BMR® and traditional drivers and 

subwoofers offers advantages at the bottom end too. Aeromax cone drivers and subwoofers are specifically designed to complement the BMR® drivers - producing 

cinematic, immersive sound with sumptuous and accurate bass.

WIDE SOUND DISPERSION  The 4th generation BMR® driver construction also delivers a more room-filling sound by using horizontal vibration modes for a much 

wider soundstage. This makes them ideal for modern homes and room layouts where speakers might not end up placed optimally for traditional stereo audio. You can 

place the Aeromax 2 wherever you want and still get great stereo and surround effects.

 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 40Hz - 22kHz

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIER POWER 25-120 Watts

DRIVERS 1 x 46mm BMR, 1 x 165mm high power subwoofer

COLOUR Black gloss or white gloss

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 203 x 370 x 335mm

WEIGHT 7.24kg

 

Aero 9 500W Subwoofer € 499 
A subwoofer designed specifically to shine alongside the rest of the BMR-driven Aero speakers, it adds phenomenal amounts of 

depth and power to your music and movies.

500W POWER The Aero 9 features a high-efficiency 500W Class D amplifier powering a front-firing 10" subwoofer driver and a 

10" down-firing ABR (Auxiliary Bass Radiator) for a serious 21-200Hz frequency. These drivers enable the Aero 9 to deliver 

seriously sumptuous and accurate bass – that runs in perfect cinematic concert with the Aero speakers.

 

RATED OUTPUT POWER 500W

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 21Hz - 200Hz 

DRIVERS 1 x 10" (250mm) front-firing subwoofer, 1 x 10" (250mm) down-firing ABR

CROSSOVER Active - variable 40Hz - 200H 

COLOURS Black 

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 330 x 340 x 355mm

WEIGHT 11.7kg (25.8lbs) each

 

 

 

 

SX-50 Bookshelf Speakers € 199 pair
Simplicity of design and incredible performance. The SX-50 is a compact speaker that offers an immense hi-fi sound stage with unrivalled value.

SOUND FIRST DESIGN 

The SX-50 is designed to sound truly stunning, at a price that’s unrivalled. That’s down to our focus on delivering pure audio quality, rather than adding over complex 

or unneeded features. We pay close attention to the components that truly add to the speaker’s performance to ensure your audio experience is precise and 

powerful!

SX-series loudspeakers
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C200B In-Ceiling Subwoofer € 200 per stuk

Rendement: 90dB (2.83 Vrms input) 
Frequentiebereik: 60 Hz – 20kHz 
Impedantie: 4 Ohm compatible
1 x 165 mm woofer 
1 x 13 mm tweeter 
75 x ø 240 mm
3 x ø 23,9 mm
Montage-opening ø 207 mm 
Gewicht 1,1 kg

Rendement: 88dB (2.83 Vrms input) 
Frequentiebereik: 50 Hz – 300 Hz 
Impedantie: 4 Ohm
1 x 203 mm woofer 
100 x ø 275 mm 
3.8 x ø 23,9 mm
Montage-opening ø 246 mm 
Gewicht 2,31 kg

13/16
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SENSITIVITY 87dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 50Hz-22kHz

IMPEDANCE 8 Ohms compatible

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIER POWER 10-100 watts

DRIVERS 5.25” (135mm) treated paper cone woofer 1” (25mm) Silk dome tweeter

CROSSOVER 2 way

PORTED 1 rear

MAGNETIC SHIELDING No

COLOUR Black or walnut

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD) 225 x 161 x 240mm

WEIGHT 3.0kg (6.6lbs)

 

 

SX-60 Entry Level Standmount Speakers € 299 pair
Power and depth to give your music scale. The SX-60 combines our many decades of hi-fi expertise with custom components and a quality cabinet to offer incredible 

music performance at an unrivalled price point.

       Designed from the ground up by our team here in London, these neat SX speakers will reproduce your favourite music with incredible passion and detail. That’s 

down to our focus on delivering pure audio quality rather than adding over complex or unneeded features. We pay close attention to the components that truly add 

to the speaker’s performance to ensure your audio experience is precise and powerful.

      Despite the extra power behind the SX-60s they are still compact enough to perform perfectly whether stand-mounted or placed on a larger bookshelf or cabinet. 

They are also available in black or dark walnut finishes and are supplied with a removable grille so they can complement any setting.

 

SENSITIVITY 89dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 41Hz - 22 kHz

IMPEDANCE 8 Ohms

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIER POWER 20-100 watts

DRIVERS Tweeter: 1 x 25mm (1") silk dome tweeter</br>Mid/Bass: 1 x 165mm (6.5") doped paper cone

CROSSOVER 2 way

PORTED 1 front

COLOUR Black or walnut

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD) 340 x 200 x 272mm

WEIGHT 5.0kg

 

SX-80 Entry Level Floorstanding Speakers € 599 pair
The SX80s offer the power and presence of floorstanders at an unrivalled price point.  The SX80s offer the power and presence of floorstanders at an unrivalled price 

point. They combine our years of h-fi expertise with cutting edge custom components to bring you a musical performance of scale and 

enjoyment. The SX80’s crossover is optimised for the most neutral, smooth and phase linear response, giving you a natural and immersive sound 

stage. 

       All the decisions we make whilst designing our products are made to make your music and movies sound amazing. The SX80s use highly 

optimised woofer magnet systems to deliver controlled bass and high efficiency. We use a specifically treated paper cone to provide a smooth 

and even frequency response. And our silk dome tweeter delivers perfect accuracy and detail to ensure you hear every beat and every line of 

your music and movies exactly as they were intended.

PRECISE CONSTRUCTION  The drivers are housed in a rigid MDF cabinet using CAD (computer-aided design) precision to ensure that the speaker 

dimensions minimise standing waves and unwanted cabinet vibration. We also use dedicated foam dampeners behind the tweeter diaphragm to 

reduce acoustic reflection whilst deepening the stage depth. The result is an audio performance with accuracy and cinema scale.

 

SENSITIVITY 87dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 40Hz – 20kHz

IMPEDANCE 8 Ohms

DRIVE UNITS 2 x 165mm (6.5’’) woofers 1 x 25mm (1’’) silk dome tweeter

PORTED 1 front

COLOUR Black or walnut

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 240 x 980 x 338mm

WEIGHT 16.9kg each

 

SX-70 Entry Level Centre Speaker € 179
The SX70 matches perfectly with the rest of the SX range both acoustically and aesthetically to bring you a home cinema experience with a powerful and detailed 

dialogue.

       All the decisions we make whilst designing our products are made to make your music and movies sound 

amazing. The SX70 uses highly optimised woofer magnet systems to deliver controlled bass and high efficiency. We 

use a specifically treated paper cone to provide a smooth and even frequency response. And our silk dome tweeter 

delivers perfect accuracy and detail to ensure you hear every beat and every line of your music and movies exactly as 

they were intended.

     The SX70 uses an optimised crossover for the most neutral, smooth and phase linear response, giving you a 

natural and immersive sound stage. The SX70 matches perfectly with the rest of the SX range both acoustically and aesthetically to bring you a home 

cinema experience with a powerful and detailed dialogue.

PRECISE CONSTRUCTION  The drivers are housed in a rigid MDF cabinet using CAD (computer-aided design) precision to ensure that the speaker dimensions minimise 15/20



standing waves and unwanted cabinet vibration. We also use dedicated foam dampeners behind the tweeter diaphragm to reduce acoustic reflection whilst 

deepening the stage depth. The result is an audio performance with accuracy and cinema scale.

 

SENSITIVITY 85dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 65Hz – 20kHz

IMPEDANCE 8 Ohm

DRIVERS 2 x 100mm (4’’) woofers 1 x 25mm (1’’) silk dome tweeter

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIER POWER 10 – 100 Watts

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 138 x 360 x 246mm 

WEIGHT 4.0kg 

FINISH black & walnut

 

SX-120 70W Subwoofer € 299
The SX-120 subwoofer was designed from the ground up by our engineers in London, with a custom-designed 8-inch driver and a 

powerful 70W RMS amplifier. Components were hand picked by our in-house engineers and then painstakingly voiced to provide 

premium sound quality.

    Following our “Sound First” principles, the SX-120 is ideally suited to complement other models in the SX speaker range adding 

deep and rich bass extension to your music. And thanks to our focused design approach, such performance is brought to you at a 

price that’s unbeatable.

 

SENSITIVITY 180mV for full power output

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 34Hz - 150Hz

RATED OUTPUT POWER 70W

DRIVE UNITS 1 x 8" (203mm) long throw woofer

CROSSOVER 50 - 150Hz continuous/active

MAX. POWER CONSUMPTION 100W

COLOUR Black

DIMENSIONS (WXHXD) 300 x 300 x 310mm (11.8 x 11.8 x 12.2")

WEIGHT 7.7kg (17lbs)

 

 

 

 

Minx Series Ultra compact speakers
The Minx series redefines what’s possible from speakers this size. Each unit is discrete in both stature and design, yet they all produce a huge sound normally only 

associated with much larger, traditional box speakers. 

The Minx range is comprised of 4 different models: two satellite speakers, Min 12 and Min 22, and two subwoofers, X201 and X301. Each of the products work 

together harmoniously so you can pick a combination that suits your space, whether 2.1 or 5.1, and will sound perfectly matched.

Minx is finished to the highest possible standards in stunning white or black high gloss lacquers, using paint application techniques mastered in the premium car 

industry. Easy to clean, hard to scratch – Minx will look as good as it sounds for many years to come.

“Where space is tight, the miniscule Minx fits the bill and sounds fabulous”

“It seems inconceivable that such small cubes, which are virtually invisible when dotted around, can fill a room as easily as they do.”

“The power on offer from such diminutive speakers defies physics, while the thrilling dynamics, clear detail and punchy, potent bass create the illusion that there are 

much larger speakers in the room”

 

MIN 12 & MIN 22 SPEAKERS
The Minx satellite speakers come in two sizes; the single driver Min 12 and the double driver Min 22. Both use BMR® speaker technology to produce an exceptionally 

wide sound dispersion but the Min 22 gives you more thanks to a secondary dedicated low frequency driver. This means you get even more power, control and 

responsiveness.

Minx Xi, Minx Speaker and Macbook setup BMR® SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY They’re capable of mid-range so they integrate beautifully with a subwoofer unlike most 

small satellite speakers. For more information on our unique BMR technology ask your dealer.

BMR speaker close up BMR® SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY

Unlike traditional pistonic or flat panel speakers, BMRs® drivers combine vertical and horizontal dispersion using Horizontal Vibration Modes. This means BMRs® can 

deliver a much wider sound stage and a truly room-filling performance. 

Cambridge Audio Bookshelf Speaker BMR® SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY

They offer 180° dispersion so they’re easy to position and sound great wherever you are. This means there’s no specific sweet spot; instead they offer a coherent 

room filling sound no matter the shape and size of your space. 

Minx Xi, Minx Speaker and Macbook setup BMR® SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY

They’re capable of mid-range so they integrate beautifully with a subwoofer unlike most small satellite speakers. For more information on our unique BMR technology 

ask your dealer.

BMR speaker close upBMR® SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY

Unlike traditional pistonic or flat panel speakers, BMRs® drivers combine vertical and horizontal dispersion using Horizontal Vibration Modes. This means BMRs® can 

deliver a much wider sound stage and a truly room-filling performance.

 

BMR based satellitespeakersystem
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Minx Min 12 BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS € 75
SENSITIVITY (SPL) 86dB (2.83 Vrms input)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 150Hz-20kHz 

IMPEDANCE 8 Ohms compatible

RECOMMENDED AMP POWER 25 - 200W

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 78 x 78 x 85mm

WEIGHT 0.43kg

FINISHES High gloss black or High gloss white

 

 

 

Minx Min 22 BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS € 150
SENSITIVITY (SPL) 88dB (2.83 Vrms input) 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 120Hz-20kHz

IMPEDANCE 8 Ohms compatible

RECOMMENDED AMP POWER 25 - 200W

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 154 x 78 x 85mm

WEIGHT 0.75kg

FINISHES High gloss black High gloss white

 

 

 

Minx X201 200W SUBWOOFER € 400
POWER OUTPUT 200W 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 36Hz (-6dB) – 200Hz 

CROSSOVER Active – variable 50Hz-200Hz 

DRIVERS 1 x 6.5" subwoofer 2 x 6.5" passive radiator

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 219 x 210 x 222mm (8.6 x 8.3 x 8.7")

WEIGHT 5.0Kg (11.0lbs)

FINISHES High gloss black High gloss white

 

 

 

Minx X301 300W SUBWOOFER € 575
POWER OUTPUT 300W 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 31Hz (-6dB) – 200Hz

CROSSOVER Active – variable 50Hz-200Hz

DRIVERS 1 x 8" subwoofer 1 x 8" passive radiator

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 311 x 266 x 278mm

WEIGHT 7.5Kg

FINISHES High gloss black High gloss white

 

 

 

Minx Table stand € 25 each
Mount the 12s or 22s to the desk stands either horizontally or vertically for a smart and sturdy solution.

 

 

 

Floor stands pair € 120
With matching colours and cable management for clean looks. Height adjustment also means you can get the best sound for your listening position.

 

 

 

Minx Wall Pivot brackets pair € 25
Compact and discreet. They suit the style of the Minx system and they’re fully adjustable so you can fit the speakers into the tightest spaces 

with ease.
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IN-CEILING SPEAKERS
Our virtually invisible in-ceiling speakers are loved by home installation experts around the world. With a product for every 

need, each speaker is designed with a focus on sound quality and tested to ensure they provide wide dispersion and 

impressive frequency response right across the spectrum of sound.

        Our full range is IP65 rated for suitability in high-humidity and dusty environments. Use of plastic in the woofer prevents 

moisture absorption, produces a wider frequency response and provides greater control over cone movement.Bezel-less 

construction (except the C155) makes our in-ceiling speakers perfect for seamless, discrete integration anywhere.

 

C46 COMPACT IN-CEILING SPEAKER € 99
The C46 uses a single 2.25” BMR driver to seamlessly cover the entire frequency range from 120Hz to 20kHz.

Our proprietary Balanced Mode Radiator speaker design provides unrivalled sound dispersion and across the board frequency response, 

by combining ‘bending wave’ and pistonic movements.

 

 

C155 ENTRY LEVEL IN-CEILING SPEAKER € 169
The C155 uses a 6.5” woofer along with a 0.5” low mass tweeter.Use of advanced materials in the tweeter construction enables accurate recreation of 

treble.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 60Hz - 20kHz (+/-2dB)

IMPEDANCE 4 Ohms

DRIVERS 1 x 165mm woofer, 1 x 13mm tweeter

DIMENSIONS (H X D) 75 x Ø 240mm Mounting hole required: Ø207mm (Ø 8.1’’)

WEIGHT 1.1kg

 

 

C165 Premium In-Ceiling Ideal for home installation € 129
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 120Hz - 20kHz 

IMPENDANCE 8 Ohms

DRIVERS 1 x 57mm BMR driver

DIMENSIONS (H X D) 98 x Ø 88mm (3.6 x Ø 3.4”) Mounting hole required: Ø 75mm (3”)

WEIGHT 0.46kg

 

C165SS PREMIUM IN-CEILING STEREO SPEAKER € 145
The C165SS uses a 6.5” woofer along with two 0.5” tweeters. Twin 0.5” tweeters provide stereo sound from a single speaker, for arrangements 

which are short on space. Customers use this speaker for wet rooms and other environments with limited space for installing speakers.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 60Hz - 20kHz

DIMENSIONS (H X D) 97 x Ø 240mm (3.8 x Ø 9.4”) Mounting hole required: Ø 202mm (Ø 8”)

IMPENDANCE 4 Ohms

DRIVERS 1 x 6.5” (165mm) woofer, 2 x 0.5” (13mm) tweeter

WEIGHT 1.28kg (2.8 lbs)

 

C200B € 200
The C200B is a dedicated bass driver with a hefty 8” woofer.Using a dedicated subwoofer provides optimum bass performance, 

and ensures you get an audiophile sound from the most discreet speakers. The C200B is optimised for integration: Uses a passive 

inline, simplifying connection into existing wiring Low profile for space constrained installations. Paper cone woofer impregnated 

with moisture retardant coating, which also improves rigidity

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

50Hz - 300kHz

IMPENDANCE 4 Ohms

DRIVERS 1 x 8” (203mm) woofer

DIMENSIONS (H X D) 100 x Ø 275mm Mounting hole required: Ø 246mm

WEIGHT 2.31kg (5.09 lbs)

 

 

 

SS20 € 249 (pair)
Tweewegsysteem met 135 mm conus, actieve plafond luidspreker met audiofiel scheidingsfilter, geschikt voor vochtige omstandigheden

Wall, ceiling and outdoorloudspeakers
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FH10 FIREHOOD 6.5" IN-CEILING FIREHOOD € NA
A vital component for ceiling speakers, the Cambridge FH10 Firehood helps resist the spread of fire and reduces sound leakage.

 

FH20 FIREHOOD 8” IN-CEILING FIREHOOD € NA
 

 

 

 

 

ES20 & ES30 Outdoor speakers
The ES outdoor speakers bring Great British Sound to your garden, patio or rooftop. They’re engineered to withstand extreme differences in humidity and temperature 

and will continue to deliver crisp detail and depth where conventional speakers would be damaged.

       Despite their compact size both the ES20s and ES30s deliver great bass extension thanks to ported cabinet designs and some finely tuned mid bass drivers. The 20’s 

have a specially selected 5.25” mid bass driver whilst the 30s produce even more power from a 6.5” unit. Treble is handled by the same 1” aluminium dome tweeter in 

both for the crispest performance and an expressive sound.

MOUNTING OPTIONS

Finished in matte white, the ES speakers compliment any environment and they come complete with custom designed mounting brackets with cable routing for a neat 

fit. Most designs of OmniMount brackets will also work with either model.

 

ES20 OUTDOOR SPEAKER €229 (pair)
SENSITIVITY

88dB (1 Watt input)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 65Hz – 20kHz

IMPEDANCE 4 - 8 Ohms

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIER POWER 10 – 100W

DRIVERS 1 x 5.25” injection-moulded cone woofer, 1 x 1” anodized aluminium dome tweeter

CROSSOVER 2-Way First Order

SPEAKER DIMENSIONS (H x W x D) 273 x 172 x 165mm 

WEIGHT 2.5kg

COLOUR White

 

ES30 OUTDOOR SPEAKER €299 (pair)
SENSITIVITY 90dB (1 Watt input)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 55Hz – 20kHz

IMPEDANCE 4 - 8 Ohms

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIER POWER 10 – 120W

DRIVERS 1 x 6.5” injection-moulded cone woofer, 1 x 1” anodized aluminium dome tweeter

CROSSOVER 2-Way First Order

SPEAKER DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) 330 x 202 x 198mm

WEIGHT 3.4kg

COLOUR White

 

                        

 Cambridge Audio

RECOMMENDED

HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC STREAMING
 

1968 - 2018
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WHERE IT ALL BEGAN, 50 YEARS AGO

In the 1960s three things happened simultaneously - British bands began to enjoy unprecedented global success, British studios 

led the way in recording technology and British manufacturers started to make the best hi-fi equipment in the world. Britain 

made a name for itself in all three areas but it was the studios and manufacturers that began to develop systems to capture and 

replay music as naturally as possible. Over time, this sound has become recognisably ‘British’. On with enjoying it.

Cambridge Audio began life as a division of Cambridge Consultants in 1968. The Company’s first product was the 2x 20W P40 

integrated amplifier, which was created by a team that included Gordon Edge and Peter Lee. In addition to an advanced 

technical specification the P40 created quite a stir in part thanks to its iconic and innovative super slim-line case design by Roy 

Gray, from Woodhuysen Design.

 

LET'S START AT THE BEGINNING In 1968 in Cambridge, England, a group of talented young technology graduates established a 

high technology R&D and prototyping business. Cambridge Audio was born.

 

WE'RE QUITE PROUD For us, a job well done is its own satisfaction, but it's still lovely when others recognise our excellence. We 

are proud that we get fantastic reviews, awards and sometimes even throphies for products right across our range from all over 

the world. But that's excellence for you!

 

 2012 651A Diapason D'or Best Amplifier

651C Diapason D'or Best CD Player

Stream Magic 6 What Hi-Fi Awards Product Of The Year Music Streamers

Stream Magic 6 Soundstage Network  Product Of The Year Exceptional Value

751Bd Home Cinema Awards Best Blue-Ray Player Over £400

851C Hifi Review, Best Buy Of The Year  CD Player Award

751Bd Eisa Awards Universal Player

851C Hi Fi Choice Hifi Choice CD Player Award

751R Sound & Vision Top Pick Of The Year

2011 350C Diapason D'or Best CD Player

Np30 What Hi-Fi Awards Product Of The Year - Music Streamers

751Bd Hi Fi Review Blue-Ray Disc Player Award

Np30 Innovations International CESDesign & Engineering Award

2010 550A Diapason D'or Best Amplifier

Dacmagic Diapason D'or Best Digital To Analogue Converter

Dacmagic T3 Gadget Awards Music Gadget Of The Year

2009 650A Diapason D'or Best Amplifier

650C Diapason D'or Best CD Player

Dac Magic What Hi-Fi Awards Best DAC Up To £500

640P What Hi-Fi Awards Best Phono Stage

Dacmagic Hifi Review, Best Buy Of The Year DAC Converter

2008 640P What Hi-Fi Awards Best Phono Stage

Dacmagic What Hi-Fi Awards Best DAC

Azur 840A Eisa Awards Best Two-Channel Amplifier

2007 Azur 640P What Hi-Fi Awards Best Phono Stage

2005 Azur 640A What Hi-Fi Awards Best Stereo Amplifier 

2004 Azur 640C What Hifi Choice Gold Award (Best CD Player)

Azur 540D Hifi Choice Silver Award

Azur 540A Hifi Choice Bronze Award

Azur 640T Hifi Choice Bronze Award

 
 

 

 

 

 

2017 Azur 851N What Hi-Fi? Awards Product of the Year – Best Streamer

CXN What Hi-Fi? Awards Best Music Streamer £500-£1,000

YOYO (M) T3 Awards Best Bluetooth Speaker

2016 CXN Hi-Fi World Awards Best Network Player

CXA60 What Hi-Fi? Awards Product Of The Year - Best stereo amp 

Azur 851N What Hi-Fi? Awards Product Of The Year - Best music streamer 

CXN What Hi-Fi? Awards Best music streamer £500-£1000

2015 TV2 Home Theater Review "Best of 2015" Award

TV5 Sound+Image Awards Soundbar Under $800

CXA80 Sound + Image Awards 2016 Stereo Amplifier of the Year under $2000

Minx Xi What Hi-Fi Awards Best Music System £400-£800

CXA60 What Hi-Fi Awards Product of the Year – Best Stereo Amplifier

CXC What Hi-Fi Awards Best CD Transport Under £500

CXN What Hi-Fi Awards Product of the Year – Best Streamer

CXU What Hi-Fi Awards Best Blu Ray Player £300+

2014 Aero 2 Soundstage Network  Product Of The Year Exceptional Value

TV2 What Hi-Fi Awards Best Soundbase Up To £300

Go V2 What Hi-Fi Awards Best Wireless Speaker Up To £150

Stream Magic 6 V2 What Hi-Fi Awards Best Streamer £600-£1000

Aero 5.1 What Hi-Fi Awards Best Traditional Package £1500 - £2500

651A Hi-Fi Choice Editors Choice 5 Stars

Aero 2 H-Fi News Highly Recommended

2013 351A Diapason D'or Best Amplifier

351C Diapason D'or Best CD Player

Stream Magic 6 What Hi-Fi Awards Best Streamer £600-£1000

Minx Go What Hi-Fi Awards Best Wireless Speaker Up To £150

Aero 5.1 What Hi-Fi Awards Best Traditional Package £1500 - £2500

Minx Go Pocket-Lint  Awards Best Portable Speaker

851C+851A Eisa Awards Best Two-Channel System

752Bd Hi Fi News Hifi News Outstanding Product

                     Many reviews are still available, mail to dimexaudio@dimex.nl 

sinds 2001:
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